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Lauren refuses to believe that her sisters traveled back in time to tenth-century Scandinavia. Cybil

must be off doing one thing or another. And what of Samantha? She returned then vanished again

with a bunch of uncivilized ruffians who called themselves Vikings. While thankful the crude men

finally left, sheâ€™s now caught in an unusual situation. No matter how hard she tries, she cannot

step foot outside her Winter Harbor chalet.Desperate to return to the twenty-first century and figure

out why he and Lauren were cursed by a Nidstang, Tait Sigdir struggles with what feels like half a

soul. But thatâ€™s not all. When he finally returns to the future, he realizes how troubling things

really are. Though drawn to Shannon, he canâ€™t seem to stay away from her sister, Lauren. Hard

to believe considering how difficult she is to be around. Even for a flirt like him. Yet if heâ€™s not

near her, he becomes uncharacteristically sullen. Caught in an unraveling hex that steers them

closer to the enemy, Tait and Lauren are forced on an adventure that tests them in more ways than

one. Friendship emerges. Passion ignites. Even so, love does not come so easily to those who are

cursed. As it turns out, they must get through a whirlwind of unfortunate events that will either bring

them together or drive them further apart.
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Wow, just wow!!! I have been a fan of Sky Purington for several years. She is one of maybe 5

authors that I will buy her new books without ever reading the blurb. I just know that it will be

amazing. I truly love the McLomain series no matter which century they are in. Sky makes the

characters come alive and they seep into your heart and soul. Their passions become yours and

their trials become real. My heart broke for Tait and Lauren as they worked through the issues they

faced. As usual with SkyÃ¢Â€Â™s books, the story is both exciting and complex. The whole time

travel thing is in a word, confusing sometimes. Sky makes it seem normal. And when she says

these alpha men turn into dragons, well, I can see it!!! So do yourself a favor and start reading

SkyÃ¢Â€Â™s books. If you love alpha men, strong women, love, soulmates and magic then these

books will make you sigh!! If I could give it 10 stars, I would. I am never happy to finish any of these

books because I love them so much. But I read voraciously to get to the conclusion because they

are just that good!! VERY VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

I was given an ARC of this book for an honest review and purchased the published edition.We first

met Tait as Ã¢Â€ÂœTait the FierceÃ¢Â€Â• in Honor of A Scottish Warrior. Then again when he

looked out for Erin in Oath of a Scottish Warrior, but by then he had come into his lusty ways,

inherited from his father Kol. Will he finally get a woman for himself?Lauren is the last woman Tait

should be interested in. If this woman was anymore stiff and uptight sheÃ¢Â€Â™d fall over in a stiff

wind. I want to strangle her everytime she opens her mouth sheÃ¢Â€Â™s so prissy. So of course

you know Fate and Sky are going to throw them together.In the continuation of Viking Ancestors Kin

we take a journey of discovery, many questions are answered and we learn more about the history

of the Dragon clans and the evil that is haunting them now. Tait and Lauren must work together to

survive. Will his heat be able to melt her ice and give them their HEA?

Another fantastic story about the MacLomains and their family lines. The interactions between the

family generations and "others" in all time periods. The puzzle pieces given with each couples' story

makes it hard to wait for the next story and when it all comes together - awesome is the only word!

The fourth book this series is nothing short of brilliant. Tait and Lauren' s love is so deep and so

strong it transcends time. Sky does such a wonderful job of weaving a story about love and magic it

is all encompassing. Once you start reading it will be hard to put it down.



True love k owns no time or boundaries as in this the 3rd stage of these amazing stories, I truly do

love reading about love through the ages, Sky you do keep me entertained reading about dragon's

and their mates especially in Scotland, Mr fantasy escape.

I did not think Purington could top the first and second books in this series. I was so wrong. Her

imagination knows no bounds in Tait & Lauren' s story. I'm a new fan. I'm also looking forward,

anxiously, to reading the next story in this series.

I liked the book, I appreciate really reading books with characters that cross over or are linked in

some way. The Viking books are not as detailed as prior book, they are a shorter read.

I love the MacLomain Series. You never know how the characters are going to develop. Sky

Purington is a terrific writer and I recommend all her books.
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